The George Nelson Collection
with 1950’s Moderne

The Kirch brand is synonymous with exceptional design and the highest possible
quality in home décor. From clocks to chairs, the company invests in designs that
delight with beauty, originality and innovation. We believe every product we sell
should be a joy to own, whether a museum quality reproduction or an original work
of art.
In a consumerist world of cheap disposable products, Kirch serves discerning people
who value true quality and who take the care to invest in artistry, even for everyday
functional objects. Kirch and the people who buy our creations object to the waste
inherent in unattractive, poorly made objects We respect the craftsmen who make
our products and the materials that go into them. While our commitment to design
and workmanship does not come cheaply, we do strive to keep prices within
affordable reach.
Kirch’s commitment to exceptional design and quality craftsmanship goes beyond the
aesthetic to embrace the value of respect for resources and the people who contribute
their talents to manufacture our creations. We are committed to enhancing functional
utility of our products. We continue to invest in innovations to one of the oldest of
information devices—clocks are arguably the world’s first computer.

Classic Eye Clock
This clock is an oversized version of George Nelson’s famous Eye Clock design. Prized by collectors, the Eye
Clock is a study in sophisticated whimsy. The design is a visible expression of his belief that industrial design
had become too “antihuman” . Originally meant to be hung on the diagonal, this clock works horizontally or
vertically. Graceful curves work in harmony with straight lines to create this interpretation of the eye.
George Nelson’s signature bold triangle hour hand and long, narrow minute hand create the focus at the
center of the eye’s black iris. Made to the exacting specifications of George Nelson to create a museum
quality piece. High quality quartz movements powered by one AA battery to keep accurate time. Included
hanging hardware makes secure installation easy without unsightly wires.
Dimensions: 13” H x 30” W x 3 1/2" D
Materials: lacquered wood, metal, quartz clockwork (AA battery not included)
Item: G80930G
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Sunburst Clock
The Sunburst Clock is one of the most recognized icons of American Modernist design. Created in 1950, the
clock’s simple and elegant representation of the rays of the sun convey the energy and optimism of the
Post-War economic and creative boom. This clock has been carefully reproduced in wood and zinc alloy to
the exact construction, color and finish originally specified by George Nelson. Measuring 18 ½ inches across,
the clock makes a dramatic focal point to any room. High quality quartz movements powered by one AA
battery to keep accurate time. Included hanging hardware makes secure installation easy without
unsightly wires.
Dimensions: 18 1/2"Dia x 3 1/8"Deep
Materials: solid wood, metal, quartz clockwork (AA battery not included)
Item: G81319CL (Multicolor)
Item: 1220-12 (Woodgrain)
Item: 1220-B (BlackEnamel)
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Block Clock
The Block Clock, designed circa 1960, is one of the later design explorations of
George Nelson. Always seeking to innovate with diverse materials and sculptural
shapes, he created this colorful creation of blocks on stems. Classic geometric black
hour and minute hands contrast with the cream colored face at the center of the
clock. Manufactured to the exact specifications of George Nelson. High quality
quartz movements powered by one AA battery to keep accurate time. Included
hanging hardware makes secure installation easy without unsightly wires.
Dimensions: 11 1/2"Dia x 2 3/4"Deep
Materials: blue lacquered beech wood, white metal face, quartz clockwork (AA
battery not included)
Item: G80711BL

Star Clock
Originally marketed as “Clock # 2227”, this George Nelson design quickly earned
the nickname “The Star Clock” for its stylized radiating beams. Each beam is
sleekly crafted in alternative brass and chrome tones that radiate out from a
sturdy black zinc alloy metal center to a dramatic 25-inch diameter. The beams
of the star are balanced by signature George Nelson hour and minute hands.
Carefully manufactured according to George Nelson’s original specifications. High
quality quartz movements powered by one AA battery to keep accurate time.
Included hanging hardware makes secure installation easy without unsightly
wires.
Dimensions: 25"Dia
Materials: all metal (AA battery”” not included)
Item: G80825G

Wooden Spindle Clock
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Designed at the height of George Nelson’s creative powers, the 1957 Spindle
clock’s simplicity reveals the precision craftsmanship of the bold block silhouette of
each wooden spindle that mark the hours around brushed aluminum face. The
geometric shapes of George Nelson’s signature “atomic” hands add a definitive
statement to this piece. The clock is manufactured to the exact original
specifications of George Nelson. High quality quartz movements powered by one
AA battery to keep accurate time. Included hanging hardware makes secure
installation easy without unsightly wires.
Dimensions: 19 3/8"Dia x 1 3/4" Deep
Materials: solid wood and metal (AA battery not included)
Item: 1120-Dark

Turbine Clock
This innovative design begs a second look. From a distance, the shape and weight recall the natural energy of
George Nelson’s classic Sunburst Clock. Look closer and you’ll see the rays are actually the interlocking blades of a
manmade energy source, the turbine. The kinetic brass tone shapes of the turbine blades point clockwise around a
contrasting brushed aluminum layered over a wooden core at the center. The black teardrop hour hand contrasts
with the long thin rust colored rectangle of the minute hand. This oversize version of the classic design is a full 30”
inches in diameter. Construction, materials, finish and colors are true to Nelson’s original 1957 design. High quality
quartz movements powered by one AA battery to keep accurate time. Included hanging hardware makes secure
installation easy without unsightly wires.
Dimensions: 30"Dia x 3 1/2" Deep
Materials: metal and wood (AA battery not included)
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Item: G81130G

Iconic Ball Clock
The story behind this clock design is emblematic of the
era. George Nelson recalls an impromptu gathering of
the era’s design stars along with freely flowing
cocktails. Everyone gathered around paper, and
began sketching and trading ideas. The next morning,
George Nelson found the roll of drafting paper that
everyone had been using, and there amongst the
many ideas was this whimsical design. Composed of
colorful balls instead of numbers on the end of metal
stems, the clock is manufactured to the exact original
specifications of George Nelson. High quality quartz
movements powered by one AA battery to keep
accurate time. Included hanging hardware makes
secure installation easy without unsightly wires.
Dimensions: 13 1/8"Dia x 2 3/4" Deep
Materials: lacquered wood, metal, and zinc alloy (AA
battery not included)
Item: G81015CL

Planet Clock
By making one small change to a classic design, George
Nelson created a design that is entirely new in its
references. Resembling atoms around a nucleus or
planets around a sun, the design is a visual connection
between the Atomic Age and the Space Age. Colorful
balls on arching metal orbits circle into the sleek brushed
metal face of the clock. Simple silver tone hands show
the time. High quality quartz movements powered by
one AA battery to keep accurate time. Included hanging
hardware makes secure installation easy without
unsightly wires.
Dimensions: 13" Dia x 3 1/8" Deep
Materials: Silver finished metal and solid wood balls (AA
battery not included)
Item: 1820color
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Crown Star Clock
The story behind this clock design is emblematic of the
era. George Nelson recalls an impromptu gathering of
the era’s design stars along with freely flowing cocktails.
Everyone gathered around paper, and began sketching
and trading ideas. The next morning, George Nelson
found the roll of drafting paper that everyone had been
using, and there amongst the many ideas was this
whimsical design. Composed of colorful balls instead of
numbers on the end of metal stems, the clock is
manufactured to the exact original specifications of
George Nelson. High quality quartz movements powered
by one AA battery to keep accurate time. Included
hanging hardware makes secure installation easy without
unsightly wires.
Dimensions: 13 1/8"Dia x 2 3/4" Deep
Materials: lacquered wood, metal, and zinc alloy (AA
battery not included)
Item: G81015CL

Museum Classic Star Clock
Originally marketed as “Clock # 2227”, this George
Nelson design quickly earned the nickname “The Star
Clock” for its stylized radiating beams. Each beam is
sleekly crafted in alternative brass and chrome tones that
radiate out from a sturdy black zinc alloy metal center to
a dramatic 25-inch diameter. The beams of the star are
balanced by signature George Nelson hour and minute
hands. Carefully manufactured according to George
Nelson’s original specifications. High quality quartz
movements powered by one AA battery to keep
accurate time. Included hanging hardware makes secure
installation easy without unsightly wires.
Dimensions: 25"Dia
Materials: all metal (AA battery”” not included)
Item: G80825G
Price:
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Mirrored Danish Sunburst Clock
Similar in form to the classic Silver Starburst Wall Clock, this timepiece brings reflective style to this highly
collectible design. The minimalist clock face is simplified with a brushed satin aluminum center uncluttered
with numbers. Manufactured to the exacting standards of George Nelson. High quality quartz movements
powered by one AA battery to keep accurate time. Included hanging hardware makes secure installation
easy without unsightly wires.
Dimensions: 19 3/8" Dia x 1 3/4" Deep
Materials: Beveled mirror and chrome plated steel (AA battery not included)
Item: 1220-Mirror
Price:
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Bold Wall Clock
As a counterpoint to his own designs that made a point of avoiding hour numbers, George Nelson makes them the
focal point of this creation. Bold numerals balance on the end of metal bars, radiating from the face. His signature
teardrop hour hand and long narrow minute hand. High quality quartz movements powered by one AA battery
to keep accurate time. Included hanging hardware makes secure installation easy without unsightly wires.
Dimensions: 13 3/8" Dia x 1 1/2" Deep
Materials: Metal and Styrene (AA battery not included)
Item: MT-41-New
Price:
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Metal Spoon & Fork Kitchen Clock
George Nelson had a genuine appreciation for the visual pun. He used the design device for this iconic clock. In
designing a kitchen clock, he incorporated kitchen implements into the design in a clean, uncluttered way that
makes a bold and clever statement. A fork and knife serve as the hour and minute hands pointing to the
oversized black numbers. All finished in bright chrome. High quality quartz movements powered by one AA
battery to keep accurate time. Included hanging hardware makes secure installation easy without unsightly wires.
Dimensions: 15 1/4" Dia x 2 3/4" Deep
Materials: stainless steel (AA battery not included)
Item: 1234spoon-16
Price:
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Spoon Kitchen Pendulum Clock
With this design, George Nelson argues against the tyranny of industrial design and the straight jacket of “form
follows function”. Indeed, he believed design was “giving form to ideas”. Taking inspiration from the Spoon &
Fork Clock, this interpretation gives the spoon the function of the pendulum below the bold circular form of the
clock face. A fork and knife function as the hour and minute hands. High quality quartz movements powered by
one AA battery to keep accurate time. Included hanging hardware makes secure installation easy without
unsightly wires.
Dimensions: 7" Dia x 11 7/8” H 2 3/4" Deep
Materials: Metal and glass (AA battery not included)
Item: 1415Spoon
Price:
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Wooden Pixels Sunray Clock
This classic sunburst design relieves the radial pattern of
metal rods with the warm tones of wooden rectangles.
The contrasts work in pleasant harmony to around the
brushed chrome metal center of this clock. Done in the
style of Mid-Century modern, the design retains the
sleek symmetry of the period. The slim black hour and
minute hands sweep across the brushed chrome center
of the clock. High quality quartz movements powered
by one AA battery to keep accurate time. Included
hanging hardware makes secure installation easy
without unsightly wires.
Dimensions: 19 3/8" Dia x 1 3/4" Deep
Materials: Metal, wood and glass (AA battery not
included)
Item: CK1384-20
Price:

Mirror Pixels Sunray Clock
The radial pattern of metal rods in the sunburst design is
works in contrast to the rectilinear mirrors that array
around the satin brushed aluminum metal center of this
clock. Done in the style of Mid-Century modern, the
design retains the sleek symmetry of the period. The slim
black hour and minute hands sweep across the satin
brushed aluminum center of the clock. High quality
quartz movements powered by one AA battery to keep
accurate time. Included hanging hardware makes secure
installation easy without unsightly wires.
Dimensions: 19 3/8" Dia x 1 3/4" Deep
Materials: Metal and glass (AA battery not included)
Item: CK1384Mirror
Price:
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George Nelson Iconic Ball Clock
The story behind this clock design is emblematic of the
era. George Nelson recalls an impromptu gathering of
the era’s design stars along with freely flowing
cocktails. Everyone gathered around paper, and
began sketching and trading ideas. The next morning,
George Nelson found the roll of drafting paper that
everyone had been using, and there amongst the
many ideas was this whimsical design. Composed of
colorful balls instead of numbers on the end of metal
stems, the clock is manufactured to the exact original
specifications of George Nelson. High quality quartz
movements powered by one AA battery to keep
accurate time. Included hanging hardware makes
secure installation easy without unsightly wires.
Dimensions: 13 1/8"Dia x 2 3/4" Deep
Materials: lacquered wood, metal, and zinc alloy (AA
battery not included)
Item: G81015CL

Wood Planet Incurved Starburst
Wall Clock
By making one small change to a classic design, George
Nelson created a design that is entirely new in its
references. Resembling atoms around a nucleus or
planets around a sun, the design is a visual connection
between the Atomic Age and the Space Age. Colorful
balls on arching metal orbits circle into the sleek brushed
metal face of the clock. Simple silver tone hands show
the time. High quality quartz movements powered by
one AA battery to keep accurate time. Included hanging
hardware makes secure installation easy without
unsightly wires.
Dimensions: 13" Dia x 3 1/8" Deep
Materials: Silver finished metal and solid wood balls (AA
battery not included)
Item: 1820color
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Pill Clock
With this design George Nelson achieves the sleekest interpretation of the starburst motif. The look is as
contemporary as the day it was first conceived. A clean circular block anchors the center. Metal bars radiate out
and are tipped with solid steel cylinders, giving the form both grace and balance. High quality quartz movements
powered by one AA battery to keep accurate time. Included hanging hardware makes secure installation easy
without unsightly wires.
Dimensions: 13" Dia x 1 1/4" Deep
Materials: All metal (AA battery not included)
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George Nelson Authentic Steering Wheel Wall Clock
Capturing the suave elegance of a 1960’s roadster, the George Nelson Steering Wheel clock is a shining example his
signature art for metaphor in every day objects. The leather wrapped steering while of classic English Roadsters is
mimicked in enameled metal. The four spokes of the wheel mark the quadrants of an hour. Simple brushed
aluminum hands circling the open face keep the focus on the metaphor. High quality quartz movements
powered each powered by one AA battery to keep accurate time. Included hanging hardware makes secure
installation easy without unsightly wires.
Dimensions: 12" Dia x 2 3/4" Deep
Materials: All metal (AA battery not included)
Item: G81212B
Price:
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George Nelson Glass Spectrum Panton Wall Clock
Dating to1960, the lore on this the Petal Clock is that George Nelson was inspired by the shape of a four-leaf
clover. He chose popular colors of the period transcend the original idea. A refreshing alternative to usual
timekeepers, we manufacture this clock true to the original form and specifications of the museum piece originals.
High quality quartz movements powered each powered by one AA battery to keep accurate time. Included
hanging hardware makes secure installation easy without unsightly wires.
Dimensions: 16" Dia x 1 3/4" Deep
Materials: Glass and metal (AA battery not included)
Item: 1439-16-NEW
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631-249-1726
kirch@kirch.com
1966A Broadhollow Road Farmingdale, NY 11735

